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Abstract— Short Message Service (SMS) is a totally famous manner for mobile cell smartphone and portable tool clients to
supply and get hold of simple textual content messages. Unfortunately, SMS does no longer offer a comfortable environment
for one-of-a-type information finally of transmission. This paper gives with an SMS encryption for cellular communication on
Android message software program. The transmission of an SMS in cellular communication is not at ease.[1] Therefore, we've
got were given completed 3 of block cipher symmetric cryptography algorithms (i.E., RSA, AES set of rules) and in
comparison among three of them in terms of encryption and decryption get rid of time. The confidentiality and integrity
mechanisms are incredible targeted as non-compulsory protection skills that may be made available, but they may be no longer
obligatory requirements for SMS tool implementation. Users should be conscious that SMS messages is probably assignment
to interception. Solutions which include encrypted SMS need to be considered if there may be a want to deliver touchy
information through SMS. The messages are encrypted via strong cryptographic algorithms. The encrypted message received
with the resource of the customer decrypt the message with the beneficial useful resource of manner of authentication. This is
only identified to man or woman. It makes use of RSA set of tips for cozy keys and AES set of recommendations to relaxed
message.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today, SMS is becoming increasingly popular among mobile
phone customers. SMS is a problem for text messaging,
internet, or mobile communication systems, using standard
communication systems that allow text messaging of text
content exchanges between fixed lines or mobile
smartphones. [2] Users can use SMS to deliver or collect
from one person, or girlfriends and ladies, non-public
messages, email notifications, recording services, college
hobbies, teacher notification, hobby posts, and stock
references. However, the difficulty of SMS security remains
a difficult open task. SMS is now the most common form of
communication. The protection of SMS messages is not but
important and difficult to enforce. Privacy and integrity
measures are very clear as mandatory security features that
can be made available, but will not be mandatory for the use
of an SMS device.
01. Users want to note that SMS messages are likely to be
blocked.
02. Shared SMS written solutions should be considered if
there is a need to send emotional records via SMS. [4]

03. Messages are encrypted in the form of solid
cryptographic algorithms.
04. Encrypted message received by a client by deleting the
message with an active verification tool. This is personally
visible to the consumer.
05. Uses RSA algorithm with secure keys and AES algorithm
to protect message.
213 words (Less than 1 page)
II. RELATED WORK
Key technology: The character have to set a lock pattern to
provide a totally particular key.
Sender: A man or woman can ship messages with the idea
that they are encrypted as soon as they send it, wherein case
the patron should upload a mobile cellphone kind and elegant
public key.
Encryption: Encryption is the interpretation of statistics that
must be a mystery code. Encryption is an clean way to
achieve the safety of records. To view encrypted messages,
you want get admission to to a mystery key or password that
lets in you to delete it. Unwritten information are known as
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clean textual content; encrypted figures are referred to as
cipher text. [5]
Coding: It is the alternative of encryption that in the end
offers the character a easy and accurate text. In encryption,
the encryption set of rules uses a non-public key (public key
encryption infrastructure) or a mystery key (human key
encryption infrastructure) that translates facts from cipher
textual content content material fabric to human readable text
content material.

get the encryption cipher symmetric cryptography algorithms
AES algorithm. [9]

Figure 03: application design

III.METHODOLOGY
Design and Implementation
The SMS messaging app works via SMS on the Android
platform, where SMS is written in the first step on the
sender's side, digitally signed in the second step and sent in
the last step (i.e., the Recipient side) which includes

Figure 01: application construction

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

to reverse everything that happened in the encryption process
As mentioned earlier, this app has been tested on Android
OS, v4.1.2 (Jelly Bean), 1 GHz Cortex-A5 mobile processor
with dual SIM option, and 2 GB Internal Memory and RAM
512 MB . Activity data is collected using a random SMS
message set (i.e., Plaintext) with a different mobile size
107 words (Less than 1 page)

1.According to the picture in bellow, there are a media file
section for choosing any kind of image as your wish from
mobile storage and the application also have a password
generating section.[6]
2.The first thing we have to do is go to the media file section
and select the particular image that you want to encrypted.
When once your selection process is over and the image file
selected successfully and the application send a pop-up
message as like “file selected successfully”.
4.After that we have to come the password section. Then
create a password whatever you want like picture in bellow.
5.After adding the image file successfully and generating the
password, in the application shows two option one is lock
and another one is unlocked below the password section.6.
Go to the lock option and touch it, your normal image file
convert to encrypted image file and save to the secure
messenger folder in your mobile.

Figure 02: application architecture
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encrypted image converts to normal image and save to the
secure messenger folder in your mobile [10]

Figure 04: Encryption Procedure for Image encryption
through AES Method

Result:
you can see the decrypted image save to the secure message
folder in mobile.
Figure 06: Image decryption to normal image (AES
Method)

Result: you can see the encrypted image save to the secure message
folder in mobile.

Figure 07: Image and Text file after encryption

Image Encryption to normal image (AES Method)

Figure 05: encrypted file on phone

Decryption Procedure for Image encryption through AES
Method:
1.First thing we have to do go to the secure message folder
and select the encrypted image.
2. When once your selection process is over and the image
file selected successfully and the application send a pop-up
message as like “file selected successfully”.
3.After selecting process is over go to password section and
enter the password.
4. Above the image shows lock and unlock option below the
password section go to the unlock option and touch it, your
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Using SMS for verbal exchange and facts change, care need
to be taken at the identical time as sensitive statistics is
transmitted using SMS via unsecure channel. The clients
want to be aware that SMS messages might be undertaking to
interception from un-prison get admission to.[7] In this
paper, the software application program of SMS encryption
for a number of block cipher cryptographic encryption set of
pointers (i.E., AES) on android software program program
software software program application software program
software program software program has been designed and
finished. The SMS encryption software program application
utility software application software program software
software software program program software program is
strolling in the cellular mobile mobile cellphone which does
now not require any more encryption gadgets. The
experimental check confirmed that the encryption set of
guidelines (i.E., AES) is appropriate and easy to area into
effect in cellular tool.










Now a day security is the most valuable thing in our life
that’s why we will build this application in such a way
that it can be used on all the platforms.
We will try to develop a history list for the encryption
and decryption contents..
We can delete any file from that list of history
encryption and decryption so that everytime we whant to
delete or share any previous content and can be easier.
We can add various types of encryption algorithm to
encrypt and decrypt data.
We can enhance the app to encrypt confidential data or
file and also in decryption.[11]
We want to active an automated message send system so
that we just need to select the time and email id of a user
and our application can automatically decrypt/encrypt a
file and send it to the desired user at the ideal time.
The application will show the messages to the recipient
in decrypted mode. The recipient will not have to
decrypt the messages.
Features like End-to-End encryption can be used in case
of audio and video calling.
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